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Introduction:

Why there is a need for enterprise-wide

software solutions

Technology and the industrial revolution are forever influencing the world of
business -- constantly changing it; forcing it to grow, improve, reduce time limits, increase
productivity, efficiency, output, improve on quality, etc. The introduction of computer
technology, and software especially, continues to playa major role in this chaotic
environment.
In their beginning, computers were extremely limited in what they could do. A
computer was very useful for adding up large sums of numbers and doing perhaps some
other forms of simple arithmetic. As software evolved, spreadsheets, word processors,
and databases helped to answer many questions, but not without asking for more.
Using a language like SQL (Structured Query Language) one can easily ask a
question and get back the desired answer instead of digging through papers and finding
the information by hand. What if the answer requires a combination of data not only from
different sources, but also from different departments? The lack of data integration is
cause for concern: different departments may have access to different numbers and
information. Each department's system may handle the data differently, using any number
of variables: net sales or gross sales, calendar year or fiscal year, number of parts
produced or cost of parts produced, employee name or employee ID, and so forth. For
example, if the number of parts produced used by production differs from the number of
parts produced in accounting, which number is correct? Did the number used by
manufacturing include all parts -- including those scrapped because of defects? When
using different systems and applications, accuracy and reliability are questionable.
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An example: the finance and accounting departments use a spreadsheet application.
It contains information on costing, sales, profit margins, and net worth. This application
runs off a PC-based LAN (local area network). Human Resources uses a database
application that holds information on employees, salaries and wages, insurance, and
benefits. This system runs off a large mainframe. Manufacturing uses an application
designed in house to run off an AS/400 (a mid-sized computer). The software monitors
the number of parts produced, materials used, labour routings, material routings, and
inventory. All information used by this example company is held on different software
applications using different systems.
Because none of these resources are linked to one another, work requiring the
integration of information from more than one source must be done "manually". This
process is more time consuming and prone to errors in data collection and analysis. Enter
the next step in software: Enterprise-wide software ... also called enterprise resource
planning (ERP). The once separate sources for documentation, communication,
spreadsheet, and database information are now combined into one source -- one central
system to access all information. The same look and feel in software carries from one
department to the next. A report for the CEO or supervisor that once may have taken
days to compile and write can now be done in a matter of minutes or hours. If a person
transfers from the information systems department to human resources, the software is still
the same, eliminating the need for basic software training.
Using a common system to integrate the software needs of different departments is
such an obvious course to take. Why did companies not implement something like this to
begin with? The answer is, they could not. As time goes by, technology improves. Each
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stage of improvement in computers and software answers some questions, but then also
asks a few more. Solutions are implemented incrementally as the needs arise.
Spreadsheets and databases were once solutions. These solutions filled a need, but now
prompt for deeper analysis. The question is no longer "What?", it is IIWhy?lI,IIHow?lI,
"When?", "Where?", and IIWho?1Ias well. Management is no longer just asking the
question: "What was our profit margin for last year?" but IIWhyare we operating at only
80% efficiency? Where are the bottlenecks and how can we fix them? Output was down
by 5% for last month, what are the reasons why?" These latter questions require more
information than one spreadsheet or department can provide. To combine these sources
into one ... to integrate the data that functions separately and on different systems is just
the next step.
Enterprise-wide software solutions are one of the latest trends, especially in the
U.S. Many U.S. firms that operate on a global scale need this kind of integrated solution
in order to compete globally. The boom in the computer industry has spurred the creation
of hundreds, if not thousands of firms -- each in different areas and niches to support the
industry'S growth. There are dozens of firms specializing in the development of
enterprise-wide software, and just as many if not more, consulting firms (including all of
the big six accounting firms) specializing in the implementation of these solutions. Among
the top five software developers are SAP AG, Baan, PeopleSoft, Oracle, and JD Edwards
(Freeman, 1997).
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
The implementation of enterprise resource planning software is one of the latest
and fastest growing trends today, especially in the U.S. For many firms, ERP is a tool
used to push through the reengineering process in the organization. For others, it is
simply a way of integrating data for use throughout the company -- along with some other
bells and whistles (such as uniformity of software and ease of access to data between
departments using the same information).
What companies need are fast, efficient methods of communication among their
people and departments and easy and shared access to data. The world is getting smaller
by the day -- companies are growing bigger by the day, operating on a global scale. To
respond to the needs of business and its consumers, companies that operate globally need
to communicate with each entity as if it were one single entity. Computers and technology
today allow for effective communication of goals in production, sales and marketing,
accounting and finance, and of course overall management. That is the primary function
of an ERP solution.
In order to compete, a company needs to stay ahead of its competition. It needs to
be better, faster, and more efficient, deliver a higher quality in products and services, raise
its standards and lower its costs. These needs have trickled down to the not-sa-global
companies as well. ERP has found a niche in the mid-sized companies too, including
educational institutions such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and
Northern Illinois University (NIU).
The function ofERP is to connect a company's manufacturing, human resources,
and finance and accounting departments. One software package unifies the many different
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functions of a company. Each function uses the same database, which eliminates any
confusion as to which source the data originated from; this ensures greater reliability in the
information. One central source of information gives uniformity in the look and feel of
how the software functions throughout.

A person can move from department to

department, but the software is still the same, and so is the data.
There are a number of different installation options available: a) out of the box,
which often forces the company to change in order to fit the software; b) customization to
change the software to fit the way the company operates; c) installing best of breed
solutions and designing interfaces to connect them; d) a mix of any or all of the
aforementioned options. Out of the box installations generally take the shortest amount of
time if the company chooses the right product - one that fits the closest to the way it
already does business. Any kind of customization or reengineering will increase
installation time and cost, as can the best of breed solution in which it may be difficult to
link the different type of software correctly.
There are of course downfalls to enterprise resource planning: 1) A person in the
United States may have access to change data in Singapore, for example. Security
becomes an issue when deciding who should have access to what data or who should have
access to functions that could change the data.
2) Complexity is another issue -- both to install and to maintain the software. The
more complex the software package, the more difficult it is to install. The more complex
the installation, the greater the chances for errors during implementation.

These problems

in tum can lead to costly setbacks that escalate in intensity when trying to maintain the
software as well.
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3) Often companies have experienced a resistance to change. Employees may have
difficulty adjusting to new software, and a new way of doing things. People like to stick
with software they know and feel comfortable with. When forced to change to something
new and unfamiliar, workers may put up a fight. Management must make employees
aware of why change is so important. As Steve Pace comments: "Providing support for
older software is actually a detriment to those who want to move forward" (Computer
Facility Advisory Committee Meeting 1997).
4) There is much dissension on whether or not this is all just another fad -- many
companies are hopping onto the bandwagon to join the others in the hopes they will not
fall behind. Computers and technology are changing so fast, it is hard to keep up. It
seems that soon after one purchases a new computer, it is already out of date. By the time
new software is fully installed and its users become accustomed to it, it has already had a
number of upgrades out on the market!
5) Often implementing an ERP solution requires reengineering. There is debate
over the company changing to fit the software versus customizing the software to fit the
company. ERP implementation and reengineering frequently go hand in hand, but not
always.
6) Customization also leads to greater costs and longer time frames for
implementation.

If the software does not fit the exact needs of the company as it is (when

taken out of the box), the company may feel the need to customize it. Extra programming
and modifications require more time and more money, especially since consultants are
needed to aid in the process. With each upgrade in software, the old customized code
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may be overwritten or it may not perform with the new software. More time and money
are needed yet again, to re-customize the software.
Along with the many advantages to implementing ERP solutions, are the downfalls
that can bring a company's operations to a grinding halt. Enterprise resource planning is a
solution for the company of today that wishes to grow into tomorrow.

ERP connects the

various departments, divisions, and regions of an organization through the uniformity of
software and central location of information. Failure in implementation often results when
the very core of how a company operates is changed or reengineered.

ERP and Reengineering
Reengineering is "the fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business
processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of
performance, such as cost, quality, service, and speed" (Hammer, 1993, p. 32). Although
reengineering and enterprise resource planning commonly go hand in hand, it is not a
requirement in order for implementation to succeed. The Pacific Coast Feather Co., for
example, was able to install its enterprise resource planning software in four months. The
project cost only $1 million because the firm limited its implementation to only the most
vital functions and avoided reengineering (Weston, 1997(2».
The reason why most companies do reengineer when they install an ERP software
solution is because all too often they need to adjust their processes to fit the software
(instead of vice-versa). Packages from vendors like SAP, Baan, PeopleSoft, Oracle, and
JD Edwards do allow for some flexibility and customization, but for the most part they
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require the business to change instead. In return however, there are promises of companywide integrated data, streamlined operations, improvements in quality, productivity,
efficiency, increased market share, and decreased overhead costs. Implementation ofERP
is not just a quick fix to some major problem, but it is an ongoing process of change -change that is vital for a company to undertake if it is to compete on a global scale.
Requirements for the successful implementation of an ERP software solution
and/or a reengineering project include:
•

Strong devotion and belief in the software to be implemented

•

Realistic and clearly stated business objectives (i.e., define quantitative goals to
accomplish and when to accomplish them)

•

Experience and consultation

•

Monetary, technological, and human resources

•

Team work and effective communication

•

Understanding of the scope and complexity of the installation

•

Continuous training

•

Support from all employees.
Hammer states that 50-70% of all reengineering implementations fail. The number

is probably similar for enterprise resource planning implementations since they are linked
so often. Implementation of ERP software means change. Change is something many
people fear and will try to resist. Management must make it clear to every employee what
kinds of changes will take place and why they must take place. "Many companies install
the software for the wrong reasons ... mandating [ERP] from the top down is a terrible
mistake ... You need the buy-in of all employees in order to make the changes in people's
jobs that the software will impose" (Baatz, 1996). "Perhaps the biggest blunder
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companies make when reengineering is to assume that jobs and people can be redesigned
as easily as business processes

II

(Koch, 1996).

The results of successful implementation reach far and wide, as do failures. Losses
of time, substantial amounts of money, and employees, and a gain in the number of
unhappy employees are some of the obvious consequences when an implementation
project fails. One must also consider the loss of confidence in the company, the loss of
confidence in the ability of management to perform or make proper decisions. On the
other hand, integrated data, streamlined operations, improved quality, productivity,
efficiency, and so forth are all alluring promises made to companies that seek to grow and
get ahead (or stay ahead) of the competition. The failure rate may be higher than the
implementation success rate, but it does not seem to stop or hinder the annual increase in
sales for vendors like SAP.

SAPAG
SAP AG is a German-based software company founded in 1972 by five ex-IBM
engineers. SAP stands for "Systemanalyse und Programmentwicklung" in German and
II

Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing" in English. In the world, SAP

is the number one vendor of standard business application software. Over 7500
companies in over 85 countries use or are currently implementing its product, R/3.
What makes SAPls R/3 so great? It was the first of its kind out on the market.
SAPls flagship enterprise resource planning product, R/3, was introduced into the United
States in 1988. Its popularity however, stems from its renowned tight integration of
modules designed for manufacturing, human resources, finance, and distribution. These
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modules are implemented on a company-wide scale. What does this mean? It means that
people can access data from anywhere in the company because every part of the system is
integrated (or linked). "Rl3 treats accounting, personnel, manufacturing, and sales and
distribution much like cells in a spreadsheet. Change an item in one function and you
change related items in all of the others" (Fondiller, 1994).
Information is shared in real-time; that is what the R' in Rl3 stands for. This
network of information is modular, scaleable, flexible, and open. This design allows users
to customize the software to their own needs. Organizations that operate on a global
scale can implement SAP in all locations; "SAP is available in dozens of languages, with
each country's version oflocal currencies, tax laws, and accounting procedures" (Baatz,
1996).
Hundreds of companies are jumping onto the SAP "bandwagon".

"Nearly 50% of

Fortune 500 companies are currently running Rl3" (Edmondson, Baker, Cortese, 1997).
Among some of these users are Motorola, Du Pont, Microsoft, IBM, Boston Beer, Coca
Cola, Amoco Corporation, Intel, Reebok, Mitsubishi, Bristol-Myers Squibb, General
Motors, Black & Decker, and Owens-Corning.
As Owens-Corning found out, with all of the hype and success associated with the
implementation of SAP, there comes a price. "Rl3 became the technology driver to
reduce the number of legacy systems from more than 200 to less than 10 and to create a
single set of integrated supply chain processes across the company's 80 different
manufacturing sites around the world. However, one unit had developed a production
planning system that out performed anything offered by SAP. They had to chuck the
excellent legacy system and take a step back in functionality" (Koch, 1996).
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One of the common complaints of SAP is that the way of doing business must be
analyzed and then changed to fit with the software (and not vice-versa). Time frames for
implementation go anywhere from 60-90 days all the way up to 2 to 3 years (depending on
the size of the company and its willingness to reengineer).
The duration of implementation has a profound effect on cost. A typical four to 12
month installation can run about $1 million. However, costs for consultation, training, and
the estimates of duration are often underestimated.

Consulting fees can run upwards of

$1500 per day!
There are many factors that point to why SAP is the number one enterprise
resource-planning software vendor in the world. SAP has a reputation for quality,
experience and a number of popular, high-profile success stories. The drive for
continuous improvement, product enhancement, and quality of service is sure to keep SAP
ahead of its competition.

Baan is a Dutch company, unknown in the U.S. until 1994. Its main product is
called Baan IV. The client/server software is able to run on most popular environments
and is also Internet enabled. The architecture is scaleable; it can be used in everything
from a Fortune 500 company, to a mid-sized company, all the way down to a small
company of say, less than 500 people.
Baan's primary target markets are the automotive, aerospace and defense,
electronics, heavy equipment and contract manufacturing, and process industries. Baan
IV has primarily five basic applications: manufacturing, finance, project, distribution!
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transportation, and service. Smaller applications within these five include: financial
management, sales forecasting, procurement, inventory management, manufacturing
control, logistics, project management, transaction processing, service and maintenance,
and distribution and transportation.
Since many of Baan's customers operate globally, its software offers support in
currency, language, and taxation features. It also offers trading partner management.
Baan uses the principle of Dynamic Enterprise Modeling (DEM) which emphasizes the
main objectives of speed, flexibility, and integration in implementation. These objectives
are carried out via Baan's Orgware capabilities. DEM provides rapid, easy business
reengineering tools for the modeling of continuous improvements.
"Baan sells a single product -- it does not maintain separate versions of their
product for separate industries. Hence, innovative customers are able to incorporate
cross-industry business practices easily into their configuration using Orgware based
capabilities" (Baan, 12/08/97).
Baan's Orgware product allows for automatic configuration of'Baan's software,
which could potentially cut implementation times in half or more. Part of its selling appeal
is to non-technical users that can focus less on the technical headaches associated with
implementation and more on other aspects. Baan, and now SAP, are the only companies
to offer automatic configuration tools.
To aid in this configuration aspect, Baan acquired Antalys, Inc. Antalys' Classys
software sets configuration and pricing for the manufacturing of complex products, such
as electronics. The software helps reduce lead times and allows for more accurate
delivery of information to customers at the time of purchase. Because of Antalys, Baan
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now has access to new users including Westinghouse, General Electric, Lennox Industries,
and Gateway 2000.
A successful implementation story ofBaan's software comes from Code Alarm, an
automobile audio equipment manufacturer (Greenberg, 1997). They benefited from a
reengineered IS infrastructure.

To avoid the notoriously high costs associated with the

necessary up-front development, Code Alarm 1) rethought its internal business processes
prior to receiving a single line of code; 2) ignored the industry hype about increasing the
speed of implementation and instead purposely slowed the process down so as to not take
away from its growth; and 3) is able to support the applications with a staff of only three
people because it insisted on as little customization and modification as possible. This in
turn eliminated substantial training and support costs -- the overall estimated cost of the
project is only $1 million.
Although a late entry in the race for U. S. sales of enterprise resource planning
software, Baan has done remarkably well. Like many other firms, Baan offers features
like international currency and language support and its very own automatic configuration
tool. Unlike other vendors however, Baan only sells one product - it does not divide its
software into industry-focused packages. So far, it has worked to Baan's advantage.

PeopleSoft, Inc.
Pleasanton, California-based PeopleS oft, Inc. was founded in 1987 as a vendor of
human resource applications software. PeopleSoft owns a whopping 50% share in the
human resource applications software market. In recent years, however, it has turned
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more towards the trend of enterprise resource planning software solutions to meet more
with its customers' wide variety of growing needs.
PeopleSoft's main product for large companies is PeopleS oft Worldwide, which
can be implemented on a global scale. It has already offered solutions to over 1800 larger
companies. For its newer target, the medium-sized company, there is PeopleSoft Select.
They define "medium-sized" as ranging between 200 and 1,000 employees or annual
revenues between $50 and $250 million. Various features of both products include the
multi-tier architecture, support for implementation on various platforms (including
Microsoft NT and the SQL Server platforms), electronic data interchange (EDI), and
Internet commerce (although it was a year behind SAP in adding this aspect to their
product). Both also offer support for multiple languages, currencies, and other country
specific requirements.

The reporting and analysis tools give users the ability to put

together reports and presentations with ease and power. Including hardware, software,
and service choices, with a six to nine month implementation period, the price for the
PeopleSoft Select is $500,000.
PeopleS oft also offers many support services such as: accounting management,
installation support, implementation support, educational services, hot-line support,
communications and customer relations, and user groups. PeopleS oft's products are
scaleable, adaptable, flexible, and of course, year 2000 compliant.
To meet the needs of its various customers, PeopleS oft utilizes its applications
expertise to develop software solutions for industries like healthcare, higher education, the
public sector, the federal government, manufacturing, financial services, retail, and of
course human resources.
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Benefits of implementing PeopleSoft's enterprise resource planning solution
include lower cost of ownership and simplified product maintenance. It claims it can
provide functionality that can meet 80-90% of a business' requirements with the flexibility
to add the remaining 10-20% on a country-by-country basis.
To bolster its manufacturing module, PeopleSoft purchased Red Pepper Software.
Red Pepper specializes in manufacturing software. The combining of specialties:
PeopleS oft in human resources and Red Pepper in manufacturing, gives strength to
PeopleSoft's

products. Among some ofthe big-named users of PeopleS oft's software are

McDonnell Douglas, Charles Schwab & Co., and the Gap.
PeopleSoft offers a variety of enterprise resource planning products, with a
particular strength in human resource application software. Its ERP products: PeopleSoft
Worldwide and PeopleSoft Select, are targeted to large and medium-sized companies,
respectively. An advantage for PeopleS oft is its slightly lower price and its ability to meet
the functionality and flexibility needs of businesses.

JD Edwards
Three accountants founded JD Edwards in 1977 in Denver, Colorado. Back then,
they specialized in mid-range computing solutions, basically designing software for several
small and medium-sized computers. Today, JD Edwards is one of the leading vendors of
enterprise resource planning software. Its main products are OneWorld, WorldSoftware,
and WorldVision.

The company can boast of over 4000 customers in over 90 countries.

Its target industries are architecture, engineering, chemical, energy, and real estate.
Some of the main features of its products include the level of flexibility and multinational
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capabilities. JD Edwards states it can customize its product without any programming and
have streamlined upgrade processes that will not disrupt daily activities.
OneWorld combines a full range of platform independent applications with an
integrated tool set. All of its products provide supply chain management functionality
ranging from host-centric, to thin-client, to network-centric computing. They can run
individually or along side one another on the same computer. OneWorld is flexible
enough to integrate with legacy, best of breed, and third party products, without
sacrificing security, integrity, or consistency.
For the implementation process, JD Edwards is using a proven process called REP
Methodology implementation.

The REP stands for Rapidly, Economically, and

Predictably. This methodology is a nine step process -- when executed from beginning to
end, it ensures a proper implementation that is on time and within the budget.
For small to mid-sized companies, JD Edwards has created another solution called
Genesis. It is flexible and powerful and easy to implement. It incorporates the
functionality of World Software with an innovative automated implementation process and
online multimedia training via ESP tools (Enhanced System and Productivity).

This

shortens the implementation process and reduces training expenses.
To tailor its software to the customer's needs, JD Edwards divides its information
process into five functional elements: database, data warehouse, business objects,
reporting, and graphical user interface. These can all be mixed and matched into a variety
of configurations so that it can run in a one-tier architecture or a five-tier (or more)
architecture.
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The WorldSoftware solution is host-centric and runs off an IBM AS/400
foundation. The advantages to this are: 1) a company can selectively mix, match, and
integrate software applications; 2) it is easy to tailor to ongoing business-, local-, and
organization-specific requirements; 3) WorldVision (a thin-client bridge) uses a GUI that
can be added for client/server benefits; 4) WorldSoftware is able to run alongside
OneWorld (which is network-centric) and gradually incorporate other computing
platforms into the network (JD Edwards 12/08/97).
OneWorld uses web-based technology and the foundation is architecture-neutral
so it is usable on a variety of platforms. It accommodates a full suite of databases
including DB2, SQL Server, and Oracle.
All of JD Edwards' software is year 2000 compliant. It uses a Julian dating format
so dates will not have to be entered or interpreted differently onscreen, and no data will
have to be converted either.
JD Edwards offers a variety of products, each to suit a market sector. All are
highly compatible with numerous hardware platforms. All also offer a number of features
to provide functionality and flexibility to uniquely customize a software package on a
business by business basis.

Oracle
Oracle Corporation was founded in 1977 in Redwood Shores, California. It has
been a pioneer in the computer software industry, building the first commercial relational
database system. Oracle was also the first to sell products using SQL (Structured Query
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Language) which is now the industry standard. There are over 4100 Oracle customers in
59 countries using over 26 different languages.
Oracle's latest enterprise resource planning product is the Oracle Applications
Version 10.7, which has over 35 integrated software modules. The targets of Oracle IS
Applications include the industries of higher education, consumer packages goods (CPG),
energy, environmental health and safety, government, pharmaceuticals, financial services,
and automotive.

The versatility and adaptability of Oracle's software allow it to run on

almost every computer in the world -- from personal digital assistants to supercomputers.
Oracle Applications manages everything from personal information to global information
networks (Oracle 12/08/97).
Oracle proclaims its software will improve personal productivity, work group
productivity, and decision support throughout the company. The software's adaptability
allows for continuous improvement, quick installation, and ease of change. The
technology used includes advanced GUlis, multimedia support, workflow management
and data warehousing.
Among some of the big name users of Oracle products are: Arcos Dorados &
McDonalds in Argentina, Cisco Systems, the U.S. Department of Defense, Fujitsu, La
Quinta Inns, Sega of America, the Union Bank of Switzerland, and Smucker's.
What makes Oracle so adaptable is its coordinated approach to building its
applications, tools, and database. Advantages include the ability to transform the business
with self-service, managing by fact, rapidly adapting to business changes, and deployment
at the lowest possible cost. To strengthen its product, Oracle has allied with three other
vendors: Industri-Matematik International (IMI) for order management and logistics,
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Manugistics for supply chain management, and TSW International for plant maintenance
and asset management.

These alliances were made primarily to strengthen the product for

use in the consumer packaged goods industry.
Recently, Oracle also has allied with 12 Technologies to integrate 121s Rhythm
supply and demand planning solutions. The joint aims toward attracting users in the
automotive, aerospace, and high-tech fields. Just a few months ago, 12 had teamed up
with SAP on a similar venture but the deal fell through when neither could agree on
pncmg.
In the news, Oracle upset many users when in announced it would no longer
support older versions of Oracle that are not year 2000 compliant. This will force almost
every user of Oracle to upgrade its software.

Users are also annoyed because Oracle still

has not certified its Oracle 7.3 database (available since February 1996) to work with
Oracle's Applications 10 suite. SAP AG and PeopleS oft products have worked with
Oracle's 7.3 since 1996! Many complain Oracle is unnecessarily restrictive in its upgrade
and support policies. Oracle states, however, that it is protecting its users from making
hasty upgrades (Stedman, 1997).
A long-time contender in the database market, Oracle now offers ERP software as
well. Oracle's name and expertise are widely reputed in the database industry, it only
makes sense to join the enterprise resource planning software market and develop
products that can use its own databases.
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A Brief Comparison
As shown on the chart below, the revenues in this industry are substantial, as is the
annual growth. Baan, for example, nearly doubled its revenues each year! Not a single
company (of the top five) experienced a setback or decline in annual revenues. SAP is
currently the number one ranked vendor (market share is 30%, compared to Oracle's
10%), although Oracle's revenues are higher. One must take into consideration all of
Oracle's other database sales. ERP vendors sell software that utilizes and manipulates the
information stored in a database. They do not necessarily sell the database itself Hence,
Oracle's database is a common foundation, and companies implement ERP software to
manage that database. SAP, Baan, JD Edwards, and Peoplesoft more or less specialize in
ERP software. Oracle, on the other hand, also sells other database software - its main
bread and butter.
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Market share information is highly variable. One report says SAP has a 40%
market share while another claims only 31% (for the same quarter or year). On average,
SAP has between 28% and 35% market share, with Oracle in second place at a distant
10% or less. The other three: PeopleS oft, Baan, and JD Edwards, all have single digit
shares (Cook, 1997). The remaining almost 40% of the market is divided into the many
smaller vendors like Lawson, BAcg, and Dun & Bradstreet.

Market Share of ERP
SAPAG

Other

28%-35%

-40%

JDEdwacds
<10%

Questionnaire

Baan
<10%

PeopleS oft
<10%

Responses

A questionnaire (Exhibit A) was sent out to 30 different companies asking them
for more information about what role enterprise-wide software solutions have in the
company. The companies ranged from medium to large in size and were in various
industries including banking, insurance, gas/oil/chemical, manufacturing, and
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retail/wholesale.

Four questionnaires came back as "Return to Sender" and eleven were

answered.

Responding Company Demographics
Industry
Finance/Banking
Manufacturing
Insurance
Gas/Oil/Chemical
Retai~olesale
Other

Number
2
2

1
2

1
3

ERP Software Choices &
Considerations
SAP
Peoplesoft
None
Oracle
Inhouse
Oracle
SAP
SAP (2)
Lawson
BAcg
PeopleS oft
None (2)
SAP

Of the eleven surveys answered, three do not use any kind of ERP software. One
is a large, global media/entertainment company that allows a division by division choice of
what software to use. A wise choice since an ERP solution in this case is inadvisable: "A
rapidly changing, decentralized company should not implement Rl3" (Baatz, 1996).
A healthcare company of over 5000 employees is currently implementing SAP's
Rl3 but it is too soon to see any results. Expectations include a streamlining of
operations, a decrease in operating costs, greater productivity and greater efficiency. The
only problems encountered so far have been the complexity of the installation and the
difficulty of maintenance. On a scale of importance for decision criteria in choosing
software, it rated the need for integrated data and the ability to share real-time information
as very important to its decision. Long-term benefits as well as the general trend to
implement ERP solutions were also listed as very significant. Among the least weighty
were factors like year 2000 compliance, SQL server support, availability of graphical user
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interfaces (GUI), performance monitoring tools, customization capabilities, data
warehousing capabilities, and application programming interfaces (API).
Among the other six responses, four companies implemented or are considering
implementing SAP, two companies Oracle, two companies PeopleS oft, and two other
vendors, not listed among the top five. Only one company chose to implement all
components available; the others stated "No need for that function" or "Superior solution"
as the reason for not installing a component (as opposed to cost being the factor).
Companies were also asked to compare their expected versus realized impacts on
their information systems function. All anticipated an increase in productivity, but only
two companies realized it. Almost all expected an increase in efficiency, but only three
companies attained that outcome, and only one of those achieved both greater
productivity and greater efficiency. All those hoping for a streamlining of operations also
obtained it. One company was anticipating an increase in operating costs and four were
expecting to decrease their costs. The outcome revealed two realized in increase in costs
and only one obtained a decrease. The other two saw no change. Many companies also
realized an increase in needed staff as well as a change in the staff functions, although they
were not expecting them. Only one firm realized an unexpected reduction in staff. One
company also noted a realization in greater turnover -- as skills developed, the high
demand outside of the company prompted many to leave to explore other opportunities.
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Impact on IS
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Of the impacts expected versus the impacts realized, most were in sync with the
research. For most of the characteristics like increase or decrease in staff, change of
function, streamlining of operations, and increase or decrease in operating costs, the
number of companies realizing these impacts equaled the number who were expecting
them. The greatest discrepancies are from the lack of realization in greater productivity
and greater efficiency. Obviously, these are goals many hope for, but few achieve.
Of the many problems that could and often are encountered when implementing a
complex ERP solution, only one of the firms surveyed said they encountered no problems.
All others experienced resistance to change or the need for more training. Only two
organizations underestimated the costs involved, while four underestimated the time it
would take to implement the software. Three battled the complexity of installation. One
commented that a "lack of standards and uniform processes" was a problem. None

6
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encountered a lack of executive leadership, including one firm that specifically stated it
was not an issue.
The survey results of the problems encountered were also in line with the research.
The greatest problems are from resistance to change and the need for more training. An
underestimation of time and the complexity of installation trail closely behind resistance.
The greatest surprise is how few underestimated the cost. From the articles and reports
read, it was expected to be a greater problem.

Problems During Implementation

o

2

3

4

5

Lack of executive
leadership
Other

Underestimated

Cost

Complexity/difficulty
maintenance
Underestimated

of

Time

Complexity of installation
Resistance / more training
needed

Only one of the six companies did not respond to the scale of importance section.
Otherwise, the outcome was rather varied in what was considered to be most important
and what was least important in influencing the decision to choose an ERP software
solution.
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A firm in the gas/oil/chemical industry rated reputation, year 2000 compliance, and
software vendor size as the most important factors for choosing its software (a decision
between SAP and a smaller vendor, Lawson). Other important factors include speed and
ease of implementation, scalability and flexibility, customization capabilities, API's, longterm benefits, and the ability to share real-time information. Among the least important
were WEB capability, SQL server support, GUI availability, and international currency
and language support.
Another gas/oil/chemical company rated international currency and language
support and scalability, flexibility, and modular design as the most significant in their
choice of SAP software. Other important factors include the need for integrated data,
performance monitoring tools, customization capabilities, application programming
interfaces, long-term benefits, and ability to share real-time information. The least critical
factor was the trend of other companies implementing ERP software.
A retail/wholesale company of over 5000 employees limited its decision to
PeopleSoft and BAcg. The most important factors in making the decision included the
need to integrate data, long-term benefits, the ability to share real-time information, data
warehousing capability, relational database capabilities, "richness of business functions",
and application architecture.

Among the least influencing were reputation (of the vendor),

the trend (to implement such software), EDI and WEB capabilities, international currency
and language support, and also year 2000 compliance (at least not at the time the products
were being considered).
Two surveys were answered by manufacturing firms - both ranging between 1001
and 5000 in the number of employees. One firm uses an in-house developed software
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system, the other chose to implement Oracle's solution. Important factors included year
2000 compliance, SQL server support, scalability and flexibility, and the long-term
benefits. Among the least important criteria were trend, EDI and WEB capabilities, and
the speed and ease of implementation.
Finally, two finance/banking institutions responded. Both employ over 5000
people. One has no enterprise-wide software package, the other chose between SAP and
PeopleS oft. The need for integrated data, year 2000 compliance, GUI availability, and
international currency and language support were rated as most important. Of least
importance were factors like trend, EDI capability, and data warehousing capability.
As supported by the graph on the previous page, more important factors in choice
include the need for integrated data, year 2000 compliance, GUI, scalability,
customization, API, long-term benefits, and real-time information. Not so important
factors in choice include trend, EDI capability, WEB capability, SQL server support, and
data warehousing.

From this information, it seems the latest bells and whistles that

vendors are racing to include in their software, are not as influential or critical to the
decision. The founding blocks for enterprise-wide software solutions coincide with the
core needs of companies looking to implement ERP solutions: integrated data, long-term
benefits, and real-time information.

Conclusion
The implementation of enterprise-wide software is part of a trend sweeping the
globe. Many companies are turning to enterprise resource planning solutions as a way to
reap the benefits of greater productivity, greater efficiency, and most importantly,
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integrated data. Some decide to reengineer their business processes along the way, while
others choose to customize the software to their needs. There are many dangers to
implementing such a product, but many believe the benefits of successful implementation
far outweigh these dangers. Over 70% of those companies that responded to a survey,
have implemented or are currently implementing an ERP software package.
Still to be studied: the implementation ofERP products as it relates to each
industry. Results gathered in this report are inconclusive on an industry by industry basis
(e.g. manufacturing trends, insurance trends, finance trends). One source claims JD
Edwards' OneWorld is the choice product for the fine wine industry (Freeman, 1997). Of
the surveys returned in this study, only three pairs were from the same industries financeibanking, manufacturing, and gas/oil/chemical. It is impossible to base an entire
industry's involvement with ERP on just two companies. There are many questions yet to
be asked. For example, which ERP vendors are most popular in the finance/banking
industry? Why? This study lacks the capability to summarize the trends of individual
industries and can only give a picture of the business trend overall.

Enterprise-wide Software Solution Questionnaire
What is your organization's primary business activity?
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

Public Utility
Government
Finance / Banking
Transportation

CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

CJ
CJ
CJ

Gas / Oil/Chemical
Insurance
Manufacturing
Retail/Wholesale

Education
Other (please specify)

----------------------------

How many people are employed by your organization (at all locations)?
CJ
CJ

CJ
CJ

1 to 10
11 to 100

CJ
CJ

101 to 500
501 to 1000

1001 to 5000
Over 5000

Which enterprise-wide software solution have you implemented or are you considering?

o
CJ
CJ

SAP
Peoplesoft
Baan

CJ
CJ
CJ

CJ

Oracle
JD Edwards
None

Other (please specify)

Which of the following components did / would you install?
CJ
CJ

All available components
Financial

CJ
CJ

CJ

Manufacturing
Human Resources

Other(s) (please specify)

What reasons (if any) were not all components installed?
CJ
CJ

Cost
No need for that function

CJ

Expected impact on IS? (Check all that apply)
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

Reduction in staff
Increase in staff
Change of staff functions
Streamlining of operations
Increase in operating costs
Decrease in operating costs
Greater productivity
Greater efficiency
Other (s) (please specify)

Other (s) (please specify)

Realized impact on IS? (Check all that apply)
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

Reduction in staff
Increase in staff
Change of staff functions
Streamlining of operations
Increase in operating costs
Decrease in operating costs
Greater productivity
Greater efficiency
Other (s) (please specify)

What kinds of problems (if any) did you experience during implementation?
CJ

o
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ

Underestimated the cost (due to licenses, consultants, etc.)
Underestimated the implementation time
Complexity of the installation
Complexity / difficulty in maintenance
Resistance to change / Needed more training
Lack of executive leadership
Other(s) (please specify)

-over-
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